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The book that catches the crest of Web 2.0 and shows how any business can harness its power
by increasing whuffie, the store of social capital that is the currency of the digital world.Everyone
knows about blogs and social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, and has heard about
someone who has used them to grow a huge customer base. Everyone wants to be hands-on,
grassroots, and interactive, but what does this mean? And more to the point, how do you do it?
As one who has actually launched a company using the power of online communities, and who
now advises large and small companies, Tara Hunt (named by the San Francisco Chronicle,
along with luminaries Jimmy Wales and Tim O’Reilly, as a digital Utopian) is the perfect person
to do this book.While The Whuffie Factor will traverse the landscape of Web 2.0 and show how
to become a player, it is not just another book about online marketing. People see the huge
business potential of the online world and the first impulse is: Let’s throw a bunch of money at it.
To which Tara Hunt says: “Stop! Money isn’t the capital of choice in online communities, it is
whuffie–social capital–and how to raise it is at the heart of this book.” In the Web 2.0 world,
market capital flows from having high social capital. Without whuffie you lose your connections
and any recommendations you make will be seen as spam–met with negative reactions and a
loss of social capital.The Whuffie Factor provides businesspeople with a strategic map and
specific tactics for the constantly evolving, elusive, and, to some, strange world of on-line
communities. By connecting with your customers through community interaction, you’ll raise
your social capital, create demand, and sell more product. Consumer loyalty is a direct result of
whuffie. With great stories of online business successes and cautionary tales of major missteps–
recording industry, anyone?–Tara Hunt reveals how social networking has more influence over
buying decisions than any other marketing tool and how your business can tap into the vast
world of Web 2.0 to build an unshakable foundation for twenty-first-century-style online
success.For those without millions–even thousands–to throw around, here is a fresh perspective
for using social networks to help build a business whether you are a start-up or a Fortune 500
giant. Even those in big rich companies need to learn how to be effective and not waste their
money. For them–as well as the entrepreneur–The Whuffie Factor is an eye-opening guide to a
world they probably don’t understand all that well.

“Embrace the chaos! The Whuffie Factor weaves stories from Moleskine, 37Signals,
Threadless, Willitblend, and Gary Vaynerchuk into a compelling story of the way business is now
done. Tara doesn’t just talk about it, of course, she does it herself.”—Seth Godin, author of
Meatball Sundae“Marketing–or doing business at all–in the age of whuffie and the world of
social media means authenticity, listening, engaging, and trusting. That’s what Tara Hunt says,
and it’s also exactly what she does. If you are in marketing now or starting a company that has



customers, you need to read this book to understand exactly, and I mean precisely and with
detailed examples, how the conversation between vendor and client, business and customer,
has changed radically. Tara Hunt knows her stuff, and she knows how to put a great deal of
knowledge into compelling -stories that are a pleasure to read because her voice is not just the
voice of extensive experience: Tara Hunt’s voice works well in this book because it’s who she
is.”—Howard Rheingold, author of The Virtual Community and Smart Mobs“Social capital may
be the most powerful currency of the twenty-first century, and this book is a guide to its care and
feeding. Bursting with energy and enthusiasm, Tara Hunt shows us how to win friends and
influence people in a Web 2.0 world.”—Tom Kelley, cofounder of IDEO and author of The Ten
Faces of Innovation"The market power of social networking continues to grow exponentially. It
may well overwhelm all other communication vehicles--and in short order. The Whuffie Factor is
exceptionally readable, and both instructive and fun. You'd be foolish to pass it by, or fail to heed
its advice."—Tom Peters, author of In Search of ExcellenceFrom the Hardcover edition.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1HOW TO BEA SOCIAL CAPITALISTIf someone
comes up to you and, out of the blue, asks: "How's your whuffie?" don't call security.I'll explain
why shortly, but initially I want to make a couple of assumptions: first, that, like everyone in
business--from a Fortune 500 company to the start-up just opening its doors--you want to be
more hands-on, _grassroots, and interactive to maintain a continuous flow of information to and
from your customers; and, second, that you've seen a steady rise in the money you spend for
marketing and promotion but a decline in the return on that investment. Yet every time you turn
around, there seems to be a story about a business that's grown a huge customer base at little
or no cost by catching the Web 2.0 wave--the world of mass collaboration and social
networking--using blogs, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, and other social networking tools. But
when you go online and check them out, all you see is a bunch of chatter and noise. So, you
think to yourself, "How do I make sense of it all?"The question is how to do it. Catching the social
networking wave of Web 2.0 is neither as easy nor as straightforward as it might seem at first
blush. Simply spending money and trying to buy your way into online communities works about
as well as a dude in a Brooks Brothers suit trying to fit in at the skateboard park.To succeed in
this Web 2.0 world, you have to turn conventional wisdom on its head and become a social
capitalist. A social capitalist is as ravenous as corporate titans like John D. Rockefeller and Bill
Gates for success, but the coin of the realm is different. People are on social networks to
connect and build relationships. Relationships and connections over time lead to trust, which is
the key to capital formation. The capital I'm talking about, though, is not of the monetary variety. It
is social capital, aka whuffie, and a social capitalist is one who builds and nutures a community,
thereby increasing whuffie.Once whuffie is "in the bank," monetary capital then starts to flow
from social capital. It used to work the other way around. Of course, rich individuals and big
companies still have lots of influence, but we're talking here about an emerging world where the
rules for success are truly different. If a company tries to buy its way into social networks, the law
of unintended consequences kicks in and its social capital starts to diminish. Without social



capital, connections in online communities are lost and any recommendation made will be seen
as spam, met with negative reactions and a further loss of social capital. So, if someone asks
about your whuffie, what she's really getting at is how well you are dealing with the tricky
proposition of growing your business in the Web 2.0 world of social networking.HOW WHUFFIE
CAN BUILD YOUR BUSINESSWhat it comes down to, in this Web 2.0 world, is that there really
are only three ways to build a business and make money online: porn, luck, and
whuffie.Pornography, of course, needs no introduction, but I can neither endorse it nor advise
you on it. I'll cringe, though, and admit that we owe it a debt of gratitude. The online porn industry
pushed the adoption of much of the technology we know, use, and love today. Video and audio
streaming, geo-location software,1 and interactive-type content, such as cookies (used today by
sites like and Google), help you find exactly what you need by recording data and storing it each
time you return, then returning better and better results. Of course, porn also gave us despicable
black-hat tactics like pop-ups and spam. Although effective, they're not tactics I encourage you
to use, unless alienating customers and muddying your reputation is your end goal.Getting
extremely bloody lucky is the second way to make money online. I have been working in online
marketing for close to a decade and have seen people who struck it rich by being in the right
place at the right time. There are, however, rarely consistent patterns for these lucky folk.Okay,
so porn is out and luck is a crapshoot. That leaves whuffie, the only predictable way to both build
a business and make money online.The term "whuffie" was coined by Cory Doctorow, creator of
the popular blog Boing Boing, to describe social capital in his futuristic science fiction novel
Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom.2 In the future as envisioned by Doctorow, whuffie is the
only currency used. Other currencies--dollars, euros, renminbi, whatever--will simply
disappear.WHAT IS WHUFFIE, ANYWAY?Whuffie is the residual outcome--the currency--of
your reputation. You lose or gain it based on positive or negative actions, your contributions to
the community, and what people think of you. The measurement of your whuffie is weighted
according to your interactions with communities and individuals. So, for example, in my own
neighborhood, where I have built a strong reputation for being helpful, my whuffie is higher than
when I travel to another neighborhood where nobody knows me. There, members of that
community "ping" my whuffie to find out whether I can be trusted. But for me to be fully
welcomed, I can't simply use my whuffie account; I need to be helpful there as well. And I can do
that, as Cory Doctorow points out in Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, in three ways: be
nice, be networked, or be notable. I'll explain the how-tos of all three whuffie-building strategies
over the course of the book.In this futuristic world, if you need a hotel room, a car, or fare for a
ride on the bus, you will pay with your whuffie. It isn't a card or a piece of paper; your whuffie is
stored on your person and anyone can ping your internal computer to figure out how whuffie
wealthy (or poor) you are.Yes, this is an idea from science fiction. In reality, though, the
importance of social capital is neither fictional nor in the future. In every online community I've
been part of, whuffie is a core component of connection; in many cases it is more valuable than
money. Since the basis of these social networks is trust, something must determine how I value



the differing opinions of the 2,000-plus "friends" I have on Facebook. In online communities, a
friend can't pay me to make a certain choice or have a certain preference. That would be seen
as dishonest and would damage my whuffie. Financial transactions don't mean much of
anything in the world of online communities. They work antithetically to it. Financial transactions
are part of the market economy, whereas whuffie is part of the gift economy, where services are
performed without need for direct payment.In the gift economy the more you give away, the more
whuffie you gain, which is completely opposite from currency in the market economy, where
when you give away money, it's pretty much gone. Saving whuffie for a rainy day doesn't work as
well as saving money for a rainy day. Whuffie increases in value as it circulates throughout the
community; for instance, when I use my whuffie to help you raise yours, there will be a net
increase in whuffie for both of us. As it circulates throughout the community like this, it inherently
connects people. This really is the key to creating wealth online, and I'll be returning to this
concept throughout the book.You may be saying to yourself, "Well, this is very interesting but I
live in the real world! What about paying my rent? Paying my employees? Saving for retirement
or sending my kids to college?" Of course! Day to day, you still need $1.99 to buy that quart of
milk, but in online communities that $1.99 won't do you much good. We're dealing with two
parallel but valid economies here. Market capital now flows from having high social capital. For
example, if you are on the job market, you are probably competing with dozens of other
candidates with similar qualifications. However, having lots of social capital will put you ahead of
the competition if you have good connections that can recommend you for the position
(network); if you have a list of public accolades on the work you've done (notable); or if your
references have glowing reviews of your ability to lead a team and your likability (viewed as
being nice). Having high social capital will give you access to better positions with better pay.The
same goes for your business. There is a great deal of competition in the marketplace. Having
lots of social capital will make you stand out: You've really connected with many of your
customers, who spread the word to their network; people talk about your product because it is
notable; or you have a record of having the best customer service, and customers who have
bought elsewhere now go to you because they know they'll be treated better. Having high social
capital will help you win customers and sell more product.It used to work more in the opposite
direction. Those with lots of money used to have more influence. When you had money, you
could buy more advertising, which was more influential before the Internet because your
message could reach a wider audience than word of mouth. Money still carries clout and you
can still buy your way in front of large audiences, but this doesn't guarantee influence. The
stories in this book will demonstrate, time and again, that those with social capital have
enormous influence. The myriad of social media tools I introduce have given people without
much money, but with lots of whuffie, the ability to broadcast messages to large audiences. And
because they already have relationships with these audiences, they are more likely to have
influence. Market capital and social capital are converging more than many recognize. There
may even come a day that social capital is seen as viable currency in the market economy.There



are clear advantages to raising whuffie. For one, as you build whuffie, you build relationships
with your customers that yield longer-term loyalty. Second, the more whuffie you have, the more
people will talk about you in a positive light. The positive word of mouth carried through networks
is the core advantage to involving yourself in online communities. Whuffie is also a low-cost,
high-energy type of strategy, whereas buying advertising spots can be quite expensive. And
although it is difficult to track the impact of, say, a billboard on the side of a building, the impact
of your involvement in online communities is almost immediate. Many of the tools used to
connect communities, like blogs and wikis, have direct ways to collect feedback from community
members.But the most immediate reason why raising whuffie is essential for your business is
that your competitors are either doing it or thinking about doing it right now. As online
communities become a stronger and stronger source of consumer information, your sales will be
driven by how well you are received in those communities.THIS BOOK IS BUILT ON
WHUFFIELet me give you an example from my personal experience: this book. It exists because
of my whuffie, the sum of my reputation, influence, bridging and bonding capital, access to ideas
and talent, access to resources, potential access to further resources, saved-up favors,
accomplishments, and the whuffie of those I have relationships with. Neither the opportunity nor
the adventure of writing it would have happened without the many years I spent building my
reputation, contributing to communities, meeting amazing people, and openly giving away my
ideas.I started blogging about my theories on social networks and using them for community
marketing and the growing popularity of social technologies such as wikis, blogging, and photo
sharing in 2004 on Horsepigcow.com. At first my blog was just a place for me to throw ideas
against a wall and see if they would stick. I didn't expect many people to actually read it besides
close friends and my mom. What was surprising to me is that people did start reading my blog
and commenting on posts, giving me feedback and encouraging my way of thinking about
marketing. As my ideas evolved and as I interacted with other bloggers writing about marketing
and technology, more and more people found my blog posts and started to respond.After about
a year of blogging, I got my first opportunity to try out my theories about the influence of social
capital when I was hired by a start-up in the San Francisco Bay Area, an opportunity that came
to me because of the contacts I was making through my blogging. This allowed me to test my
ideas "in the wild"; that is, with a company developing a product and preparing to launch it into
the marketplace. The results were phenomenal. Riya.com, a photo-searching website that uses
artificial intelligence technology to search inside of the photos for faces, was the start-up I
helped launch with community marketing. Within a day of the launch of the _website, 20,000
people signed up and uploaded more than 1 million photos to be searched.This success won
the attention of a wider audience, and conference organizers started to ask me to come and
speak in front of live audiences. Although I had little experience as a public speaker, I quickly
found out that I loved it. It was through these speaking engagements that I got the opportunity to
meet more people face-to-face and exchange ideas and case studies. I continued to write my
blog, speak, and record all of my progress along the way by sharing photos, ideas, research,



gaffes, and successes. My audience kept growing until a partner and I were able to launch our
very own consultancy in 2006. From day one, we had clients and multiple opportunities. As
others learned from my adventures, they would refer back to me and my work, extending my
network even further.Then one day I received an e-mail from a longtime reader of my blog who
happened to be a literary agent. She wrote, "I like your original ideas and stories. Have you
thought about writing a book?" I had many times, but I didn't expect to be approached about it so
soon. I put my research and stories into a proposal for this book and was writing it by the end of
2007.The fact that I openly shared my stories of success and failure led to this opportunity, but
the benefits of whuffie didn't end there. As I wrote, people shared interesting case studies, gave
me feedback, told me their own stories, and even helped design the cover! Many of those who
helped are people I met through my travels, but there were also some whom I've never met face-
to-face and who live all over the world. Some are friends of friends, and others have stumbled
upon my work through referrals from other bloggers.From the Hardcover edition. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review.
Hunt, cofounder of community-marketing consulting firm Citizen Agency, presents the hows and
whys of accruing "whuffie," her word for social capital in the Web 2.0 landscape. Introducing a
wide range of post-blogosphere social networks like Facebook, LinkedIn and Flickr, Hunt clues
in marketers to the possibilities with online success stories, influential voices and winning
strategies. Numerous anecdotes (from the Obama campaign, online t-shirt boutique Threadless,
Zappos.com CEO Tony Hsieh, etc.) illustrate the power of even the most tossed-off
communiques; micro-blogging site Twitter, for instance, may restrict posts to 140 characters, but
is uniquely powerful in its ability to reach a swarm of "followers," establish new relationships and
provide multi-various feedback. Hunt packs in many specific strategies and concepts, which
include seeking out and incorporating feedback, educating and empowering your connections,
and treating your company's message as a conversation (a good net marketer's goal should be
contained in the statement, "I want to create a culture of..."). Detailed, practical profiles of
networks and related tools make this a valuable, illuminating title for anyone looking to the ever-
expanding realm of online social life for business success.Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review“Embrace the chaos! The Whuffie Factor weaves stories from
Moleskine, 37Signals, Threadless, Willitblend, and Gary Vaynerchuk into a compelling story of
the way business is now done. Tara doesn’t just talk about it, of course, she does it herself.”—
Seth Godin, author of Meatball Sundae“Marketing–or doing business at all–in the age of whuffie
and the world of social media means authenticity, listening, engaging, and trusting. That’s what
Tara Hunt says, and it’s also exactly what she does. If you are in marketing now or starting a
company that has customers, you need to read this book to understand exactly, and I mean
precisely and with detailed examples, how the conversation between vendor and client,
business and customer, has changed radically. Tara Hunt knows her stuff, and she knows how to
put a great deal of knowledge into compelling -stories that are a pleasure to read because her



voice is not just the voice of extensive experience: Tara Hunt’s voice works well in this book
because it’s who she is.”—Howard Rheingold, author of The Virtual Community and Smart
Mobs“Social capital may be the most powerful currency of the twenty-first century, and this book
is a guide to its care and feeding. Bursting with energy and enthusiasm, Tara Hunt shows us how
to win friends and influence people in a Web 2.0 world.”—Tom Kelley, cofounder of IDEO and
author of The Ten Faces of Innovation"The market power of social networking continues to grow
exponentially. It may well overwhelm all other communication vehicles--and in short order. The
Whuffie Factor is exceptionally readable, and both instructive and fun. You'd be foolish to pass it
by, or fail to heed its advice."—Tom Peters, author of In Search of ExcellenceFrom the
Hardcover edition. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorTara
Hunt is a cofounder of Citizen Agency, a community-marketing consulting firm based in San
Francisco.Karen White has been narrating audiobooks since 1999, with more than two hundred
to her credit. Honored to be included in AudioFile's Best Voices and Speaking of Audiobooks's
Best Romance Audio 2012 and 2013, she is also an Audie Award finalist and has earned
multiple AudioFile Earphones Awards. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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To my son, Tad Hunt-Sorensen, who doesn't know it yet,but he's the one who taught me to keep
it real online, and my parents,Marianne and Terry Hunt, who gave me all of the core lessonsand
opportunities I needed to get me hereCONTENTS1 HOW TO BE A SOCIAL CAPITALIST2 THE
POWER OF COMMUNITY MARKETING3 TURN THE BULLHORN AROUND AND CREATE
CONTINUOUS CONVERSATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS4 BUILDING WHUFFIE BY LISTENING
TO AND INTEGRATING FEEDBACK5 BECOME PART OF THE COMMUNITY YOU SERVE6
DEPOSITING INTO AND WITHDRAWING FROM YOUR WHUFFIE ACCOUNT7 BE NOTABLE:
ELEVEN WAYS TO CREATE AMAZING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES8 EMBRACE THE
CHAOS9 FIND YOUR HIGHER PURPOSE10 WHUFFIE IRL**in real
lifeNotesAcknowledgments1HOW TO BEA SOCIAL CAPITALISTIf someone comes up to you
and, out of the blue, asks: “How's your whuffie?” don't call security.I'll explain why shortly, but
initially I want to make a couple of assumptions: first, that, like everyone in business—from a
Fortune 500 company to the start-up just opening its doors—you want to be more hands-on,
grassroots, and interactive to maintain a continuous flow of information to and from your
customers; and, second, that you've seen a steady rise in the money you spend for marketing
and promotion but a decline in the return on that investment. Yet every time you turn around,
there seems to be a story about a business that's grown a huge customer base at little or no cost
by catching the Web 2.0 wave—the world of mass collaboration and social networking—using
blogs, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, and other social networking tools. But when you go online
and check them out, all you see is a bunch of chatter and noise. So, you think to yourself, “How
do I make sense of it all?”The question is how to do it. Catching the social networking wave of
Web 2.0 is neither as easy nor as straightforward as it might seem at first blush. Simply spending
money and trying to buy your way into online communities works about as well as a dude in a
Brooks Brothers suit trying to fit in at the skateboard park.To succeed in this Web 2.0 world, you
have to turn conventional wisdom on its head and become a social capitalist. A social capitalist
is as ravenous as corporate titans like John D. Rockefeller and Bill Gates for success, but the
coin of the realm is different. People are on social networks to connect and build relationships.
Relationships and connections over time lead to trust, which is the key to capital formation. The
capital I'm talking about, though, is not of the monetary variety. It is social capital, aka whuffie,
and a social capitalist is one who builds and nutures a community, thereby increasing
whuffie.Once whuffie is “in the bank,” monetary capital then starts to flow from social capital. It
used to work the other way around. Of course, rich individuals and big companies still have lots
of influence, but we're talking here about an emerging world where the rules for success are truly
different. If a company tries to buy its way into social networks, the law of unintended
consequences kicks in and its social capital starts to diminish. Without social capital,
connections in online communities are lost and any recommendation made will be seen as
spam, met with negative reactions and a further loss of social capital. So, if someone asks about
your whuffie, what she's really getting at is how well you are dealing with the tricky proposition of
growing your business in the Web 2.0 world of social networking.HOW WHUFFIE CAN BUILD



YOUR BUSINESSWhat it comes down to, in this Web 2.0 world, is that there really are only
three ways to build a business and make money online: porn, luck, and whuffie.Pornography, of
course, needs no introduction, but I can neither endorse it nor advise you on it. I'll cringe,
though, and admit that we owe it a debt of gratitude. The online porn industry pushed the
adoption of much of the technology we know, use, and love today. Video and audio streaming,
geo-location software,1 and interactive-type content, such as cookies (used today by sites like
and Google), help you find exactly what you need by recording data and storing it each time you
return, then returning better and better results. Of course, porn also gave us despicable black-
hat tactics like pop-ups and spam. Although effective, they're not tactics I encourage you to use,
unless alienating customers and muddying your reputation is your end goal.

To my son, Tad Hunt-Sorensen, who doesn't know it yet,but he's the one who taught me to keep
it real online, and my parents,Marianne and Terry Hunt, who gave me all of the core lessonsand
opportunities I needed to get me hereCONTENTS1 HOW TO BE A SOCIAL CAPITALIST2 THE
POWER OF COMMUNITY MARKETING3 TURN THE BULLHORN AROUND AND CREATE
CONTINUOUS CONVERSATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS4 BUILDING WHUFFIE BY LISTENING
TO AND INTEGRATING FEEDBACK5 BECOME PART OF THE COMMUNITY YOU SERVE6
DEPOSITING INTO AND WITHDRAWING FROM YOUR WHUFFIE ACCOUNT7 BE NOTABLE:
ELEVEN WAYS TO CREATE AMAZING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES8 EMBRACE THE
CHAOS9 FIND YOUR HIGHER PURPOSE10 WHUFFIE IRL**in real
lifeNotesAcknowledgments1HOW TO BEA SOCIAL CAPITALISTIf someone comes up to you
and, out of the blue, asks: “How's your whuffie?” don't call security.I'll explain why shortly, but
initially I want to make a couple of assumptions: first, that, like everyone in business—from a
Fortune 500 company to the start-up just opening its doors—you want to be more hands-on,
grassroots, and interactive to maintain a continuous flow of information to and from your
customers; and, second, that you've seen a steady rise in the money you spend for marketing
and promotion but a decline in the return on that investment. Yet every time you turn around,
there seems to be a story about a business that's grown a huge customer base at little or no cost
by catching the Web 2.0 wave—the world of mass collaboration and social networking—using
blogs, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, and other social networking tools. But when you go online
and check them out, all you see is a bunch of chatter and noise. So, you think to yourself, “How
do I make sense of it all?”The question is how to do it. Catching the social networking wave of
Web 2.0 is neither as easy nor as straightforward as it might seem at first blush. Simply spending
money and trying to buy your way into online communities works about as well as a dude in a
Brooks Brothers suit trying to fit in at the skateboard park.To succeed in this Web 2.0 world, you
have to turn conventional wisdom on its head and become a social capitalist. A social capitalist
is as ravenous as corporate titans like John D. Rockefeller and Bill Gates for success, but the
coin of the realm is different. People are on social networks to connect and build relationships.
Relationships and connections over time lead to trust, which is the key to capital formation. The



capital I'm talking about, though, is not of the monetary variety. It is social capital, aka whuffie,
and a social capitalist is one who builds and nutures a community, thereby increasing
whuffie.Once whuffie is “in the bank,” monetary capital then starts to flow from social capital. It
used to work the other way around. Of course, rich individuals and big companies still have lots
of influence, but we're talking here about an emerging world where the rules for success are truly
different. If a company tries to buy its way into social networks, the law of unintended
consequences kicks in and its social capital starts to diminish. Without social capital,
connections in online communities are lost and any recommendation made will be seen as
spam, met with negative reactions and a further loss of social capital. So, if someone asks about
your whuffie, what she's really getting at is how well you are dealing with the tricky proposition of
growing your business in the Web 2.0 world of social networking.HOW WHUFFIE CAN BUILD
YOUR BUSINESSWhat it comes down to, in this Web 2.0 world, is that there really are only
three ways to build a business and make money online: porn, luck, and whuffie.Pornography, of
course, needs no introduction, but I can neither endorse it nor advise you on it. I'll cringe,
though, and admit that we owe it a debt of gratitude. The online porn industry pushed the
adoption of much of the technology we know, use, and love today. Video and audio streaming,
geo-location software,1 and interactive-type content, such as cookies (used today by sites like
and Google), help you find exactly what you need by recording data and storing it each time you
return, then returning better and better results. Of course, porn also gave us despicable black-
hat tactics like pop-ups and spam. Although effective, they're not tactics I encourage you to use,
unless alienating customers and muddying your reputation is your end goal.Getting extremely
bloody lucky is the second way to make money online. I have been working in online marketing
for close to a decade and have seen people who struck it rich by being in the right place at the
right time. There are, however, rarely consistent patterns for these lucky folk.Okay, so porn is out
and luck is a crapshoot. That leaves whuffie, the only predictable way to both build a business
and make money online.The term “whuffie” was coined by Cory Doctorow, creator of the popular
blog Boing Boing, to describe social capital in his futuristic science fiction novel Down and Out in
the Magic Kingdom.2 In the future as envisioned by Doctorow, whuffie is the only currency used.
Other currencies—dollars, euros, renminbi, whatever—will simply disappear.WHAT IS
WHUFFIE, ANYWAY?Whuffie is the residual outcome—the currency—of your reputation. You
lose or gain it based on positive or negative actions, your contributions to the community, and
what people think of you. The measurement of your whuffie is weighted according to your
interactions with communities and individuals. So, for example, in my own neighborhood, where
I have built a strong reputation for being helpful, my whuffie is higher than when I travel to
another neighborhood where nobody knows me. There, members of that community “ping” my
whuffie to find out whether I can be trusted. But for me to be fully welcomed, I can't simply use
my whuffie account; I need to be helpful there as well. And I can do that, as Cory Doctorow
points out in Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, in three ways: be nice, be networked, or be
notable. I'll explain the how-tos of all three whuffie-building strategies over the course of the



book.In this futuristic world, if you need a hotel room, a car, or fare for a ride on the bus, you will
pay with your whuffie. It isn't a card or a piece of paper; your whuffie is stored on your person
and anyone can ping your internal computer to figure out how whuffie wealthy (or poor) you
are.Yes, this is an idea from science fiction. In reality, though, the importance of social capital is
neither fictional nor in the future. In every online community I've been part of, whuffie is a core
component of connection; in many cases it is more valuable than money. Since the basis of
these social networks is trust, something must determine how I value the differing opinions of
the 2,000-plus “friends” I have on Facebook. In online communities, a friend can't pay me to
make a certain choice or have a certain preference. That would be seen as dishonest and would
damage my whuffie. Financial transactions don't mean much of anything in the world of online
communities. They work antithetically to it. Financial transactions are part of the market
economy, whereas whuffie is part of the gift economy, where services are performed without
need for direct payment.In the gift economy the more you give away, the more whuffie you gain,
which is completely opposite from currency in the market economy, where when you give away
money, it's pretty much gone. Saving whuffie for a rainy day doesn't work as well as saving
money for a rainy day. Whuffie increases in value as it circulates throughout the community; for
instance, when I use my whuffie to help you raise yours, there will be a net increase in whuffie for
both of us. As it circulates throughout the community like this, it inherently connects people. This
really is the key to creating wealth online, and I'll be returning to this concept throughout the
book.

1HOW TO BEA SOCIAL CAPITALISTIf someone comes up to you and, out of the blue, asks:
“How's your whuffie?” don't call security.I'll explain why shortly, but initially I want to make a
couple of assumptions: first, that, like everyone in business—from a Fortune 500 company to the
start-up just opening its doors—you want to be more hands-on, grassroots, and interactive to
maintain a continuous flow of information to and from your customers; and, second, that you've
seen a steady rise in the money you spend for marketing and promotion but a decline in the
return on that investment. Yet every time you turn around, there seems to be a story about a
business that's grown a huge customer base at little or no cost by catching the Web 2.0 wave—
the world of mass collaboration and social networking—using blogs, Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, and other social networking tools. But when you go online and check them out, all you
see is a bunch of chatter and noise. So, you think to yourself, “How do I make sense of it all?”The
question is how to do it. Catching the social networking wave of Web 2.0 is neither as easy nor
as straightforward as it might seem at first blush. Simply spending money and trying to buy your
way into online communities works about as well as a dude in a Brooks Brothers suit trying to fit
in at the skateboard park.To succeed in this Web 2.0 world, you have to turn conventional
wisdom on its head and become a social capitalist. A social capitalist is as ravenous as
corporate titans like John D. Rockefeller and Bill Gates for success, but the coin of the realm is
different. People are on social networks to connect and build relationships. Relationships and



connections over time lead to trust, which is the key to capital formation. The capital I'm talking
about, though, is not of the monetary variety. It is social capital, aka whuffie, and a social
capitalist is one who builds and nutures a community, thereby increasing whuffie.Once whuffie is
“in the bank,” monetary capital then starts to flow from social capital. It used to work the other
way around. Of course, rich individuals and big companies still have lots of influence, but we're
talking here about an emerging world where the rules for success are truly different. If a
company tries to buy its way into social networks, the law of unintended consequences kicks in
and its social capital starts to diminish. Without social capital, connections in online communities
are lost and any recommendation made will be seen as spam, met with negative reactions and a
further loss of social capital. So, if someone asks about your whuffie, what she's really getting at
is how well you are dealing with the tricky proposition of growing your business in the Web 2.0
world of social networking.HOW WHUFFIE CAN BUILD YOUR BUSINESSWhat it comes down
to, in this Web 2.0 world, is that there really are only three ways to build a business and make
money online: porn, luck, and whuffie.Pornography, of course, needs no introduction, but I can
neither endorse it nor advise you on it. I'll cringe, though, and admit that we owe it a debt of
gratitude. The online porn industry pushed the adoption of much of the technology we know,
use, and love today. Video and audio streaming, geo-location software,1 and interactive-type
content, such as cookies (used today by sites like and Google), help you find exactly what you
need by recording data and storing it each time you return, then returning better and better
results. Of course, porn also gave us despicable black-hat tactics like pop-ups and spam.
Although effective, they're not tactics I encourage you to use, unless alienating customers and
muddying your reputation is your end goal.Getting extremely bloody lucky is the second way to
make money online. I have been working in online marketing for close to a decade and have
seen people who struck it rich by being in the right place at the right time. There are, however,
rarely consistent patterns for these lucky folk.Okay, so porn is out and luck is a crapshoot. That
leaves whuffie, the only predictable way to both build a business and make money online.The
term “whuffie” was coined by Cory Doctorow, creator of the popular blog Boing Boing, to
describe social capital in his futuristic science fiction novel Down and Out in the Magic
Kingdom.2 In the future as envisioned by Doctorow, whuffie is the only currency used. Other
currencies—dollars, euros, renminbi, whatever—will simply disappear.WHAT IS WHUFFIE,
ANYWAY?Whuffie is the residual outcome—the currency—of your reputation. You lose or gain it
based on positive or negative actions, your contributions to the community, and what people
think of you. The measurement of your whuffie is weighted according to your interactions with
communities and individuals. So, for example, in my own neighborhood, where I have built a
strong reputation for being helpful, my whuffie is higher than when I travel to another
neighborhood where nobody knows me. There, members of that community “ping” my whuffie to
find out whether I can be trusted. But for me to be fully welcomed, I can't simply use my whuffie
account; I need to be helpful there as well. And I can do that, as Cory Doctorow points out in
Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom, in three ways: be nice, be networked, or be notable. I'll



explain the how-tos of all three whuffie-building strategies over the course of the book.In this
futuristic world, if you need a hotel room, a car, or fare for a ride on the bus, you will pay with your
whuffie. It isn't a card or a piece of paper; your whuffie is stored on your person and anyone can
ping your internal computer to figure out how whuffie wealthy (or poor) you are.Yes, this is an
idea from science fiction. In reality, though, the importance of social capital is neither fictional nor
in the future. In every online community I've been part of, whuffie is a core component of
connection; in many cases it is more valuable than money. Since the basis of these social
networks is trust, something must determine how I value the differing opinions of the 2,000-plus
“friends” I have on Facebook. In online communities, a friend can't pay me to make a certain
choice or have a certain preference. That would be seen as dishonest and would damage my
whuffie. Financial transactions don't mean much of anything in the world of online communities.
They work antithetically to it. Financial transactions are part of the market economy, whereas
whuffie is part of the gift economy, where services are performed without need for direct
payment.In the gift economy the more you give away, the more whuffie you gain, which is
completely opposite from currency in the market economy, where when you give away money,
it's pretty much gone. Saving whuffie for a rainy day doesn't work as well as saving money for a
rainy day. Whuffie increases in value as it circulates throughout the community; for instance,
when I use my whuffie to help you raise yours, there will be a net increase in whuffie for both of
us. As it circulates throughout the community like this, it inherently connects people. This really is
the key to creating wealth online, and I'll be returning to this concept throughout the book.You
may be saying to yourself, “Well, this is very interesting but I live in the real world! What about
paying my rent? Paying my employees? Saving for retirement or sending my kids to college?” Of
course! Day to day, you still need $1.99 to buy that quart of milk, but in online communities that
$1.99 won't do you much good. We're dealing with two parallel but valid economies here. Market
capital now flows from having high social capital. For example, if you are on the job market, you
are probably competing with dozens of other candidates with similar qualifications. However,
having lots of social capital will put you ahead of the competition if you have good connections
that can recommend you for the position (network); if you have a list of public accolades on the
work you've done (notable); or if your references have glowing reviews of your ability to lead a
team and your likability (viewed as being nice). Having high social capital will give you access to
better positions with better pay.The same goes for your business. There is a great deal of
competition in the marketplace. Having lots of social capital will make you stand out: You've
really connected with many of your customers, who spread the word to their network; people talk
about your product because it is notable; or you have a record of having the best customer
service, and customers who have bought elsewhere now go to you because they know they'll be
treated better. Having high social capital will help you win customers and sell more product.It
used to work more in the opposite direction. Those with lots of money used to have more
influence. When you had money, you could buy more advertising, which was more influential
before the Internet because your message could reach a wider audience than word of mouth.



Money still carries clout and you can still buy your way in front of large audiences, but this
doesn't guarantee influence. The stories in this book will demonstrate, time and again, that those
with social capital have enormous influence. The myriad of social media tools I introduce have
given people without much money, but with lots of whuffie, the ability to broadcast messages to
large audiences. And because they already have relationships with these audiences, they are
more likely to have influence. Market capital and social capital are converging more than many
recognize. There may even come a day that social capital is seen as viable currency in the
market economy.There are clear advantages to raising whuffie. For one, as you build whuffie,
you build relationships with your customers that yield longer-term loyalty. Second, the more
whuffie you have, the more people will talk about you in a positive light. The positive word of
mouth carried through networks is the core advantage to involving yourself in online
communities. Whuffie is also a low-cost, high-energy type of strategy, whereas buying
advertising spots can be quite expensive. And although it is difficult to track the impact of, say, a
billboard on the side of a building, the impact of your involvement in online communities is
almost immediate. Many of the tools used to connect communities, like blogs and wikis, have
direct ways to collect feedback from community members.But the most immediate reason why
raising whuffie is essential for your business is that your competitors are either doing it or
thinking about doing it right now. As online communities become a stronger and stronger source
of consumer information, your sales will be driven by how well you are received in those
communities.THIS BOOK IS BUILT ON WHUFFIELet me give you an example from my personal
experience: this book. It exists because of my whuffie, the sum of my reputation, influence,
bridging and bonding capital, access to ideas and talent, access to resources, potential access
to further resources, saved-up favors, accomplishments, and the whuffie of those I have
relationships with. Neither the opportunity nor the adventure of writing it would have happened
without the many years I spent building my reputation, contributing to communities, meeting
amazing people, and openly giving away my ideas.I started blogging about my theories on social
networks and using them for community marketing and the growing popularity of social
technologies such as wikis, blogging, and photo sharing in 2004 on . At first my blog was just a
place for me to throw ideas against a wall and see if they would stick. I didn't expect many
people to actually read it besides close friends and my mom. What was surprising to me is that
people did start reading my blog and commenting on posts, giving me feedback and
encouraging my way of thinking about marketing. As my ideas evolved and as I interacted with
other bloggers writing about marketing and technology, more and more people found my blog
posts and started to respond.After about a year of blogging, I got my first opportunity to try out
my theories about the influence of social capital when I was hired by a start-up in the San
Francisco Bay Area, an opportunity that came to me because of the contacts I was making
through my blogging. This allowed me to test my ideas “in the wild;” that is, with a company
developing a product and preparing to launch it into the marketplace. The results were
phenomenal. , a photo-searching website that uses artificial intelligence technology to search



inside of the photos for faces, was the start-up I helped launch with community marketing. Within
a day of the launch of the website, 20,000 people signed up and uploaded more than 1 million
photos to be searched.This success won the attention of a wider audience, and conference
organizers started to ask me to come and speak in front of live audiences. Although I had little
experience as a public speaker, I quickly found out that I loved it. It was through these speaking
engagements that I got the opportunity to meet more people face-to-face and exchange ideas
and case studies. I continued to write my blog, speak, and record all of my progress along the
way by sharing photos, ideas, research, gaffes, and successes. My audience kept growing until
a partner and I were able to launch our very own consultancy in 2006. From day one, we had
clients and multiple opportunities. As others learned from my adventures, they would refer back
to me and my work, extending my network even further.Then one day I received an e-mail from a
longtime reader of my blog who happened to be a literary agent. She wrote, “I like your original
ideas and stories. Have you thought about writing a book?” I had many times, but I didn't expect
to be approached about it so soon. I put my research and stories into a proposal for this book
and was writing it by the end of 2007.The fact that I openly shared my stories of success and
failure led to this opportunity, but the benefits of whuffie didn't end there. As I wrote, people
shared interesting case studies, gave me feedback, told me their own stories, and even helped
design the cover! Many of those who helped are people I met through my travels, but there were
also some whom I've never met face-to-face and who live all over the world. Some are friends of
friends, and others have stumbled upon my work through referrals from other bloggers.When my
publisher sent me an e-mail with an image of the proposed book cover attached, I opened it with
great anticipation. This would be the cover I would see on bookshelves everywhere! However,
when I took a look at what he sent me, it wasn't what I had imagined. Although the designer is a
professional and did a lovely job, I felt it lacked warmth. I couldn't quite put my finger on what
bothered me, so I posted the image to Flickr, a popular photo-sharing website where many
people follow the images I post every day. Then I posted a message to a group text-messaging
service called Twitter, where I had over 5,000 people following me, and asked people for their
feedback. What happened next was overwhelming.First, I was just incredibly excited that dozens
of people commented on the image and gave feedback on how to improve it. These comments
helped confirm to me that the cover didn't communicate the content of the book. Then some
submitted cover ideas of their own! The first was sent to me via Flickr from Cesar and Angela
Castro, a design team couple from Kailua, Hawaii, who run a website called Standard Society. It
included images of people interacting on the cover, which was much closer to the human aspect
of the book. After that, a Flickr member who goes by the name of Jellyfish24 sent me another
design. Via e-mail, I had ten people send their own redesigned covers. An art professor from
Graceland University, Zane Vredenburg, even e-mailed me to ask me if he could assign my
cover redesign to his class, to which I replied an enthusiastic, “OMG! Yes, please!” This
produced over a dozen fantastic and fun covers—one even featured a rooster as the focal point
and became my favorite creatively. Meanwhile, I had a conversation with one of my favorite



designers in the world, Cindy Li, about my dilemma, after which she offered to submit something
into the pool of growing alternatives. In the end, more than thirty people, many of them complete
strangers, took the time to submit new cover art for this book. I loved them all, but the final
decision went to Cindy Li's submission. What you see today is a book cover designed by whuffie
itself.Although the whuffie accumulated from the positive use of social networking tools is
obviously valuable for individual projects such as writing a book, it is also vital for big companies
in maintaining contact and rapport with customers and for small-business owners trying to build
a customer base to create demand, increase the size of a market, and build a business. The
importance of whuffie for a business can easily be seen in the sad tale of the music industry,
which I discuss next. Although it squandered its whuffie, it's important to know that there are
ways to use social networking tools to recover.TEACHING AN OLD (BIG) DOG NEW
TRICKSThe music business is a global industry, with a few big companies as dominant players.
That the industry is in serious trouble isn't really news. CD sales continue to plummet. In 2007,
they dropped 19 percent, an acceleration of the previous declines. Of course, digital music sales
are doing well and growing by more than 40 percent each year. But since CDs have constituted
80 percent of the revenue of the recording industry, the digital sales numbers aren't quite making
up the difference. Between 2002 and 2006, overall music revenues declined by 11.6 percent.
Everyone in the business is feeling the hit.In January 2008, The Economist summed up the
changes in customer behavior:In 2006 EMI, the world's fourth-biggest recorded-music company,
invited some teenagers into its headquarters in London to talk to its top managers about their
listening habits. At the end of the session the EMI bosses thanked them for their comments and
told them to help themselves to a big pile of CDs sitting on a table. But none of the teens took
any of the CDs, even though they were free. “That was the moment we realised the game was
completely up,” says a person who was there.3Sales units for albums that are big hits today—
blockbusters—are much smaller than those from just a few years back. It isn't the case, however,
that people are listening to less music. They are buying more music than ever, but because of
the added ability to discover new artists as well as the ability for more artists to emerge via
various online channels, people have more choices and they are making them.The decline of
the blockbuster isn't just limited to the music industry. The myriad of consumer choices
compounded with buyers being able to personalize their shopping experiences has led to a
wider range of smaller sales. It's a phenomenon that Chris Anderson, the editor of Wired
magazine, calls “the long tail”: The rise of the Internet has spawned the phenomenon of selling
“less of more.” Companies like that offer a wide array of choice to suit any taste are successful
because they cater to this desire to personalize. The idea that there are products that appeal to
the mass market—that is, most everyone—is more and more questionable as consumers
exercise this ability to personalize their shopping experience. The growth of the long tail
demonstrates that customers have individual tastes that they will opt for over generic choices
once available.The game for the music industry is not only up, it moved on a while ago.
Unfortunately, music companies continue to struggle with how to respond. Their approach has



been reactionary and hostile: suing their own customers, adding levels of complexity to gaining
access to music, adding levies on MP3 players, and generally hemorrhaging their whuffie by
bullying music lovers. The result of years of this type of behavior has left a wake of anti-music-
industry sentiment among consumers, which breeds more apathy toward the decline of the
record labels. Many people are more than happy to contribute to that decline as well, supporting
independents wherever they can, logging into file-sharing networks, and opening up their own
music collections for others to download. These people are inclined to blog negatively about the
behavior of the music industry and spend time in online communities spreading their anti-music-
label sentiments. I look around at what is happening and it feels like an all-out war.An example of
how this war between the music industry and music listeners is playing out took place recently in
Canada. The Canadian government, urged by the Canadian music industry and the U.S.
government, proposed legislation to put digital rights—preventing the sharing of music between
friends—into audio files. In early 2008, a professor at the University of Ottawa, Michael Geist,
started a Facebook group that protested the introduction of potential legislation in Canada: the
mirroring of the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act. In the description of the Facebook group
page, Geist wrote:

This success won the attention of a wider audience, and conference organizers started to ask
me to come and speak in front of live audiences. Although I had little experience as a public
speaker, I quickly found out that I loved it. It was through these speaking engagements that I got
the opportunity to meet more people face-to-face and exchange ideas and case studies. I
continued to write my blog, speak, and record all of my progress along the way by sharing
photos, ideas, research, gaffes, and successes. My audience kept growing until a partner and I
were able to launch our very own consultancy in 2006. From day one, we had clients and
multiple opportunities. As others learned from my adventures, they would refer back to me and
my work, extending my network even further.Then one day I received an e-mail from a longtime
reader of my blog who happened to be a literary agent. She wrote, “I like your original ideas and
stories. Have you thought about writing a book?” I had many times, but I didn't expect to be
approached about it so soon. I put my research and stories into a proposal for this book and was
writing it by the end of 2007.The fact that I openly shared my stories of success and failure led to
this opportunity, but the benefits of whuffie didn't end there. As I wrote, people shared interesting
case studies, gave me feedback, told me their own stories, and even helped design the cover!
Many of those who helped are people I met through my travels, but there were also some whom
I've never met face-to-face and who live all over the world. Some are friends of friends, and
others have stumbled upon my work through referrals from other bloggers.When my publisher
sent me an e-mail with an image of the proposed book cover attached, I opened it with great
anticipation. This would be the cover I would see on bookshelves everywhere! However, when I
took a look at what he sent me, it wasn't what I had imagined. Although the designer is a
professional and did a lovely job, I felt it lacked warmth. I couldn't quite put my finger on what



bothered me, so I posted the image to Flickr, a popular photo-sharing website where many
people follow the images I post every day. Then I posted a message to a group text-messaging
service called Twitter, where I had over 5,000 people following me, and asked people for their
feedback. What happened next was overwhelming.First, I was just incredibly excited that dozens
of people commented on the image and gave feedback on how to improve it. These comments
helped confirm to me that the cover didn't communicate the content of the book. Then some
submitted cover ideas of their own! The first was sent to me via Flickr from Cesar and Angela
Castro, a design team couple from Kailua, Hawaii, who run a website called Standard Society. It
included images of people interacting on the cover, which was much closer to the human aspect
of the book. After that, a Flickr member who goes by the name of Jellyfish24 sent me another
design. Via e-mail, I had ten people send their own redesigned covers. An art professor from
Graceland University, Zane Vredenburg, even e-mailed me to ask me if he could assign my
cover redesign to his class, to which I replied an enthusiastic, “OMG! Yes, please!” This
produced over a dozen fantastic and fun covers—one even featured a rooster as the focal point
and became my favorite creatively. Meanwhile, I had a conversation with one of my favorite
designers in the world, Cindy Li, about my dilemma, after which she offered to submit something
into the pool of growing alternatives. In the end, more than thirty people, many of them complete
strangers, took the time to submit new cover art for this book. I loved them all, but the final
decision went to Cindy Li's submission. What you see today is a book cover designed by whuffie
itself.Although the whuffie accumulated from the positive use of social networking tools is
obviously valuable for individual projects such as writing a book, it is also vital for big companies
in maintaining contact and rapport with customers and for small-business owners trying to build
a customer base to create demand, increase the size of a market, and build a business. The
importance of whuffie for a business can easily be seen in the sad tale of the music industry,
which I discuss next. Although it squandered its whuffie, it's important to know that there are
ways to use social networking tools to recover.TEACHING AN OLD (BIG) DOG NEW
TRICKSThe music business is a global industry, with a few big companies as dominant players.
That the industry is in serious trouble isn't really news. CD sales continue to plummet. In 2007,
they dropped 19 percent, an acceleration of the previous declines. Of course, digital music sales
are doing well and growing by more than 40 percent each year. But since CDs have constituted
80 percent of the revenue of the recording industry, the digital sales numbers aren't quite making
up the difference. Between 2002 and 2006, overall music revenues declined by 11.6 percent.
Everyone in the business is feeling the hit.In January 2008, The Economist summed up the
changes in customer behavior:In 2006 EMI, the world's fourth-biggest recorded-music company,
invited some teenagers into its headquarters in London to talk to its top managers about their
listening habits. At the end of the session the EMI bosses thanked them for their comments and
told them to help themselves to a big pile of CDs sitting on a table. But none of the teens took
any of the CDs, even though they were free. “That was the moment we realised the game was
completely up,” says a person who was there.3Sales units for albums that are big hits today—



blockbusters—are much smaller than those from just a few years back. It isn't the case, however,
that people are listening to less music. They are buying more music than ever, but because of
the added ability to discover new artists as well as the ability for more artists to emerge via
various online channels, people have more choices and they are making them.The decline of
the blockbuster isn't just limited to the music industry. The myriad of consumer choices
compounded with buyers being able to personalize their shopping experiences has led to a
wider range of smaller sales. It's a phenomenon that Chris Anderson, the editor of Wired
magazine, calls “the long tail”: The rise of the Internet has spawned the phenomenon of selling
“less of more.” Companies like that offer a wide array of choice to suit any taste are successful
because they cater to this desire to personalize. The idea that there are products that appeal to
the mass market—that is, most everyone—is more and more questionable as consumers
exercise this ability to personalize their shopping experience. The growth of the long tail
demonstrates that customers have individual tastes that they will opt for over generic choices
once available.The game for the music industry is not only up, it moved on a while ago.
Unfortunately, music companies continue to struggle with how to respond. Their approach has
been reactionary and hostile: suing their own customers, adding levels of complexity to gaining
access to music, adding levies on MP3 players, and generally hemorrhaging their whuffie by
bullying music lovers. The result of years of this type of behavior has left a wake of anti-music-
industry sentiment among consumers, which breeds more apathy toward the decline of the
record labels. Many people are more than happy to contribute to that decline as well, supporting
independents wherever they can, logging into file-sharing networks, and opening up their own
music collections for others to download. These people are inclined to blog negatively about the
behavior of the music industry and spend time in online communities spreading their anti-music-
label sentiments. I look around at what is happening and it feels like an all-out war.An example of
how this war between the music industry and music listeners is playing out took place recently in
Canada. The Canadian government, urged by the Canadian music industry and the U.S.
government, proposed legislation to put digital rights—preventing the sharing of music between
friends—into audio files. In early 2008, a professor at the University of Ottawa, Michael Geist,
started a Facebook group that protested the introduction of potential legislation in Canada: the
mirroring of the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act. In the description of the Facebook group
page, Geist wrote:In December 2007, it became apparent that the Canadian government was
about to introduce new copyright legislation that would have been a complete sell-out to U.S.
government and lobbyist demands. The new Canadian legislation was to have mirrored the U.S.
Digital Millennium Copyright Act with strong anti-circumvention legislation that goes far beyond
what is needed to comply with the World Intellectual Property Organization's Internet
treaties.4The group attracted more than 40,000 members in the first couple of weeks, helped by
prominent bloggers like Cory Doctorow of Boing Boing pointing people toward it. Local
“chapters” of Fair Copyright for Canada sprang up across the country and met regularly to
discuss pressuring local government representatives to revisit this legislation.The same tools



that are used to share the music in the first place have provided people with the ability to hurt the
recording industry by mobilizing to exert counterpressure to the well-paid lobbyists. No wonder
the record industry is trying to pressure the ISPs (Internet service providers) to choke
bandwidth! Every time someone goes online, it seems, a record label takes a hit.But this doesn't
have to be a war. Not at all. Tools like Facebook and file sharing could also help the labels create
demand and find more music lovers, talent, and new revenue sources. They could be using
Facebook to do things like the following:Connecting with music fans, musician by
musicianEnabling musicians to engage in conversationsFinding out where the fans live so that
they can bring music to themUsing the groups to have a discussion about what digital rights
management is and get feedback on what could make it better for both the labels and the
fansCreating pages so that fans can share new musicians with their friendsFile-sharing services
are really simple ways to distribute music. Several methods could be used to let this sharing
happen and still allow the labels to make money. Instead of tracking down people downloading
the music and suing them, find out where they live and bring their favorite bands to them to play
live; or learn from this and build in easier ways for fans to download and share music on their
own websites, putting a donate button next to the song, urging fans to donate if they enjoy the
music, or letting them download lower-fidelity versions for free and selling higher-fidelity versions
alongside the free versions. They could also create a music subscription community for people
to buy music in bulk, paying a monthly fee for unlimited downloads.There are a multitude of tools
online that artists and labels alike can learn to use to engage their audience. One example is
Eventful Demand.CREATING DEMANDBrian Dear, founder of Eventful, gets really jazzed when
he thinks about the exciting array of online community tools available, including his own, for
musicians, artists, speakers, entertainers, and many other businesses. He sees opportunities
where the labels see threats. And he should know.Dear launched Eventful in 2004 to help
people discover events more easily and has served over 6 million people (growing by 100,000
users per week). Having spent many years in the intersection of music and technology, he was
frustrated by the lack of resources that enabled people to discover music and social events.
Eventful allows you to track your favorite artists, authors, and speakers; find out when they are
appearing in your area; and give you recommendations for similar acts. But Dear goes a step
beyond this. He has created Eventful Demand, a service that allows fans to create demand for
their favorite artists, authors, and speakers to come to them, instead of passively waiting.Dear
sees this as a win-win-win situation for fans and performers. The fans get to feel like they are
part of the process and that they have some say in a concert schedule, and artists can be
confident that they will play at sold-out venues. Currently, millions of fans are demanding shows,
and thousands of events have been scheduled. Entire tours for thousands of independent artists
have been planned using this system. A band just has to post an Eventful Demand widget on its
blog, MySpace page, or band website and promote it to their fans, letting them know that they
will come to the places where their fans are.One of these artists is Jonathan Coulton, a former
software developer who was able to “quit his day job” in order to pursue his love of music.



Independent of any record label or traditional trajectory of growth, he has grown an amazing
international fan base over a few years because of tools like Eventful, YouTube, CDBaby,
Wordpress, and iTunes. In a blog post trying to figure out where to plan his fall 2008 tour, Coulton
wrote:I need your help planning this thing. I know how London is going to go, because I saw how
it went, but where else shall I play? Where are you, audience? And don't just leave a comment
saying “Briglytonne!” or whatever crazy town you live in, we actually have a system for this:
[Eventful Demand].This really works; it's the only reason I had any confidence that London would
be a well-attended show. So if you haven't already, add your name to a demand in the place
you'd like to see me play, and that will help me plan the trip.5In a couple of weeks, he received
over 1,500 demands from places all over the world. By the time the fall rolled around, he had a
good idea of exactly where he should schedule his tour. But that isn't the extent of it. As Brian
Dear points out, much like the gift exchange of the gift economy, these sorts of interactions also
create special bonds between performers and their audience. Dear talked about this in an
interview:Jonathan is a great example of the mixture of reputation and influence not only that he
has over his audience, but that his audience has over him. It's a two way street. First of all, he's
very authentic and he is using all of the social media tools to tell his story … which is an
interesting story to begin with. But then the audience is invited to be part of that story, which
makes it even more interesting. This exchange makes for this very positive cycle that just makes
the story richer and richer and more interesting.When artists like Jonathan use tools like Eventful
Demand and end up playing in places they wouldn't have formerly thought of playing, that
becomes part of the story, not only for the life of the performer, but also for the life of the fans.
Everyone feels this very strong sense of ownership that you don't get when so-and-so is just
coming to play at the local amphitheatre. When you feel that you helped cause the concert to
happen and you actually had an exchange with the artist through social media, that is incredibly
compelling.This is really only a small slice of the potential that lies in the use of these tools.In
fact, Coulton has built his entire career using social networking tools. He encourages people to
record him and take photos of him at his concerts. This has led to hundreds of music videos
being created and posted on YouTube, which drive millions of people to his website to check out
his music. He gives away his music for free, something he's done from the beginning when he
created a podcast called “A Thing a Week,” where he would post an MP3 of a song he wrote that
week. He also put Creative Commons licensing on his music, thus encouraging many
podcasters to reuse his content, pointing back to him and driving even more traffic to his website
and music.How does he make money? He sells merchandise, as well as the CDs and MP3s he
gives away. What is interesting is that people enjoy his music so much they will come back and
pay for it after they've gotten it for free. He also collects donations for his work, through selling
virtual gifts—monkeys, robots, and bananas—in the form of cartoon images that, when
purchased, show up on Coulton's website with the donor's name attached. A sponsorship of $5
will buy a virtual banana, $10 will buy a virtual monkey, and $25 will buy a virtual robot.Coulton
told me, “My secret? Just try everything. It's free or cheap. And you never know where you will



find your audience.” He's found his audience in very odd and amazing places. A fan of his
creates Machinima videos, video screen captures from interactive 3-D games that are dubbed
over with music or voice. He created a few from Jonathan's work. These became highly
successful among World of Warcraft players and … it drove even more traffic to Jonathan's
work.“Security is your greatest enemy. You need to be as friction-less as possible,” Coulton
explained to me as he described all of the serendipitous ways his music has been discovered
just because he removed all control and, instead, made it incredibly easy for people to take it
and use it in various ways. “Malcolm Gladwell's book The Tipping Point is out of date, because
everyone is an influencer now. Most people have cameraphones and can record video and send
it to the Net right away for their friends to see, who will blog about it and pass it along to more
friends. I just encourage it and it figures itself out.”Coulton's use of all of the tools is exactly what
Brian Dear encourages. And not just for musicians.Dear also pointed out a couple of other
examples of people using Eventful Demand alongside other online tools—such as Facebook,
MySpace, YouTube, Flickr, and Twitter—to really connect with their audience and figure out
where they should be appearing.Wil Wheaton, known to many as Wesley Crusher on Star Trek:
The Next Generation, and currently an author and speaker, announced in a video that he would
go to any city and speak where there were more than 200 “Demands.” One of those fulfilled
demands was in Boston at a local bookstore. As the news got out about Wil's visit, the store had
to book the theater across the street. After the theater filled up, people poured into the street and
back and forth between the bookstore and the theater just to be part of it. Even more impressive
is that the crowd was attracted even though an admission fee was charged.These social
networking tools helped both Jonathan Coulton and Wil Wheaton build whuffie and an audience
without spending much money. When used by people who already have a following and a built-
up whuffie account, they can take them to another level. If one musician without a staff can build
a worldwide audience like this by engaging people online, a company with a team of people can
do this on a larger scale.I like to imagine a recording industry that could step back and realize
that the war that is being waged is a losing battle for all, with nothing but casualties on all sides.
In this fantasy, I see a new ability to embrace the chaos and explore the opportunities for new
forms of revenue, which are out there because people are spending more money than ever on
the products and services that connect them. I also see a recording industry using the social
media tools to be proactive with their customers, using feedback collected in real-time
conversations to redesign the music experience to fit the needs of their customers. For this to
happen, recording industry executives will have to become part of the community in significant
ways. They will need to understand the benefits of interaction between musicians, fans, and
music companies and become incredibly innovative and proactive in recognizing the needs of
the customer. And in the end, they would realize that their true purpose is to lift people to new
heights through their experience and sharing of music.Yes, it's a fantasy. But it is also really the
only hope the music industry has of surviving this major cultural shift in the long run. And it isn't
just the music industry. This cultural shift is happening everywhere, and applying the principles I



develop throughout this book will help your business survive that shift as well.SOCIAL
NETWORKS ANDTHE SMALL-BUSINESS OWNERPeople often ask me: “I'm a small-business
owner. How can online communities possibly help me?”One way the idea for this book gelled for
me was talking with a flower enthusiast whose business is growing dahlias. In late summer of
2006, my friend Christopher Allen asked me if I would take an hour one afternoon to give some
advice to a friend of his, Deborah Dietz, who was interested in how online communities could
help her dahlia business. I was intrigued. I hadn't thought about how such a niche industry could
benefit from these tools, so of course I sat down with her.Christopher had already helped
Deborah set up a blog and showed her the major online community sites, like YouTube, Twitter,
and Flickr, where she could post content to promote her business. She was very interested but
didn't seem quite convinced that taking the time to do this would help her business. So we
started searching around and found multiple groups of floral enthusiasts and growers on the
Internet. The people in these communities were exchanging tips and advice and generally
supporting one another. The interaction within these groups reminded me a great deal of one of
my most beloved communities: coworking. So I told Deborah the coworking story as a way of
demonstrating the benefits that accrued from being whuffie rich.
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James Beswick, “Excellent points, entertaining and expertly stated. I was lucky enough to meet
Tara Hunt at the WordCamp 2009 conference in San Francisco, and heard her 30-minute piece
on 'Whuffie'. Apart from being an engaging presenter with a clear perspective of her subject, she
makes excellent points that are crystallized in the book. I'd thought about some of the ideas prior
to hearing her but never really formed an over-arching opinion of what it meant - this book
convincingly cements some of those concepts.Rather than summarize the book in detail, the
fundamental concept is that marketing to your customer has changed. The long-entrenched
system of throwing money at marketers to create ads that scream for our over-stretched
attention is dead: we see this in the death of newspaper ads and the collapse in the cost of TV
advertising. We just get too much noise with too much disinformation to be interested, and we
don't believe the messages. In the new model, we trust opinions of friends and we like
companies that aren't afraid to hear criticism and deal with it, and she gives several excellent
examples of this. This is 'Whuffie' - social capital that you can trade for business.Many people
I've heard talking around this topic tend to slip into vagaries at about this point, but Tara Hunt has
solid hands-on practical advice to help generate Whuffie. Clearly, there's no definitive 12-step
plan for every company, but there are ideas that are employable in every business. My wife's a
Marketing Director and has already started to use some of the advice in the book, and her
opinion is that it's *transformational* in terms of customer relationships and staking your place
clearly from competitors, compared with barely incremental in traditional advertising.If you've
had a nagging feeling for a while that social media is changing everything, this book is valuable
in understanding how to engage your customers and create this social capital that allows your
business to flourish. I just wish it wasn't called Whuffie, but at least it makes the point memorable
when trying to enthuse your co-workers.”

Easy Writer, “Tara Hunt is the new voice of social media. The Whuffie Factor should be required
reading for anyone who wants to "enter the conversation". I've read them all, including the
Clueless Manifesto, Here Comes Everybody, Groundswell, Satisfied Customers Tell Three
Friends, Citizen Marketer and many others by intellectuals, social commentators, sales gurus
and other "outsiders".But the Whuffie Factor has the authenticity of an "insider's" point of view. It
explains the online culture in a human and impactful way. It makes you understand - really
understand -- why the old business model doesn't work on the web. Not at a logical level, but
deep in your skin.1. Online is trial and error. Fail fast. Most business people are afraid to fail and
instead err on the side of extensive planning and testing.2. Online is human and approachable.
People connect with other people. Most businesses hide their real people and let you talk to the
spokespeople.3. Online earns your loyalty every day. Google and Facebook and Twitter co-exist
and don't try to lock you into exclusive relationships. Most businesses try to lock you into
contracts and snub competitors.Tara shares her experiences generously without arrogance or



posturing. She speaks about her humble beginnings and never tries to sell herself as anything
more than she is. "Embracing the chaos" is not just a handy mantra. It's the culture you need to
embrace - even pursue wildly with arms flailing and flip flops clacking - to thrive online.And I
finally understood that deeply after reading the Whuffie Factor. Thank you Tara Hunt.”

Steve, “A must read for marketers and business leaders alike. This book is essential reading for
anyone considering a community marketing programme within their business. In my opinion, it
nicely digs beneath the noise surrounding well known [at the moment] social media platforms,
and encourages the reader to think about the deeper purpose at the heart of the business.Tara's
five general principles for community marketing projects are:1. Turn the bullhorn around: stop
talking and start listening2. Become part of the community you serve and figure out who it is you
are serving.3. Be notable and create amazing experiences for your customers.4. Embrace the
chaos. Don't overplan.5. Find your higher purpose. Social capital only gains in value as you give
it away. Figure out how you are going to give back to the community and do it...often.Through the
use of lots of interesting examples (mostly from the USA), Tara demonstrates how it is possible
to apply these principles in a variety of different markets to truly build "whuffie".If you're
struggling to get your boss/colleagues/shareholders to `get' the relevance of social media to
your business, buy a copy for them today!”

DN, “Five Stars. What a great book, enjoyed reading this and seeing where I already do this in
my daily life.”

Vincenzo Musumeci, “Interesante libro para entender como funcionan las comunidades y el
mundo del social media.. Tara Hunt nos explica como crear y alimentar las comunidades.
Introduce y entra en detalle del concepto "Whuffie Factor" (el "capital social"). Según esta
experta de las redes sociales, no hay necesidad de calcular la tasa de retorno de la inversión de
sus campañas web de marketing porque el éxito comercial emana de la capacidad de edificar
su capital social. Es decir consolidar su red, desarrollar su capital de simpatía ante sus
contactos y personalizar las relaciones con su comunidad. Una lectura muy interesante.”

The book by Tara Hunt has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 43 people have provided feedback.
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